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Our vision is clear: to set the standard globally for inspirational 
and transformative learning. We strive to be a leading edge school 
and centre for knowledge. This vision transcends the classrooms 
and the traditional boundaries of learning; it is inculcated in all we 
do. This inspiration and transformation can be found throughout 

our campus and is reflected in the creativity of our facilities.

The new Brentwood Academic & Administrative Centre exemplifies 
this vision by creating an innovative space to promote learning and 
discovery, inspire development and performance, and be the path 
forward in academic excellence. It’s a place where our community 

can come together to explore and elevate their knowledge and 
push the limits of their abilities.

Brentwood Academic & Administrative Centre  

— Where students choose to be — 
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A. INTRODUCTION
 
The intent of this call is to solicit submissions from architectural firms employing sustainable building design 
staff to qualify for a short list for the design services to develop new academic learning spaces, administrative 
offices, a sewage treatment plant and areas for waterfront activities on the campus of Brentwood College 
School. 

Background:

Brentwood College School provides a modern, West Coast learning experience for globally minded students 
who embrace the values of grit and joy.

Brentwood is a progressive, co-educational boarding school for Grades 8 to 12 located on a spectacular 
oceanfront campus on Vancouver Island, BC, Canada. At Brentwood, student choice is a unique part of our 
culture and a deciding factor in who attends the School. It’s why this place is so special. We believe when 
students truly choose to be here, and they’re surrounded by a family of like-minded friends and support-
ers, they can be anything. This philosophy creates a warm, friendly, and passionate community of students 
from over 40 countries around the world who gain the independence and skills necessary to succeed in the 
post-secondary world.

Since 1923, we have worked diligently to establish a modern, transformative place of learning and leadership, 
mirroring the educational experience of a small college rather than a traditional boarding school. Prospec-
tive students are drawn to our school’s innovative tripartite approach to academics, arts, and athletics; as 
well as our nurturing boarding environment and strong university preparatory programs. Our unique tripar-
tite scheduling creates unrivalled opportunities for student discovery and growth. Not only is Brentwood a 
remarkable place to make lifelong friends while gaining a world-class education, Brentwood truly is where 
students choose to be.

Scope of the Project:

The building of approximately 70,000 sq. ft will contain academic learning spaces, including science labs, 
administrative offices, a community presentation space for up to 150 people, Learning Commons, boat-
house, culinary education, inclusion of waterfront, a sewage treatment plant for the campus, collaborative 
spaces, outdoor learning spaces and sustainable infrastructure. We are an involved client, requesting the 
selected firm work with the committee members and site Project Manager.

The key design features will centre around flexibility; allowing for the changing nature of education, collabo-
ration, creativity and the waterfront with an aim to provide for future needs of the school. We seek a building 
that encourages student interaction and a modern approach to problem solving.

Budget - estimated at less than $30 million.

REFERENCES:

Brentwood College School Website
Video: Brentwood College School
Video: Brentwood from the Air
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B. SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

1. Firm introduction: Provide an overall summary of firm including firm capacity, location and expertise. 
2. Team composition: Matrix describing the assigned team members’ experience working together on a 

project. Confirm staff continuity over the duration of design. Do you plan on a joint venture with another 
firm? 

3. Relevant Past Projects: Description of related work, including site master planning with project lead, and 
academic related projects completed over the last ten (10) years. 

4. Firm methodology and design philosophy: generalized approach to project development and project de-
livery and underlying philosophy. How will the design process be organised to meet project critical dates? 

5. The response should follow the order of the Evaluation Criteria and provide relevant examples for each 
item listed.

6. Two printed copies for review file and one digital submission - maximum of 50 pages
7. Questions are to be directed to the selection committee through newbuild@brentwood.ca

 
C. PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS

• Cannot impact daily operation as a school
• Budget
• Sustainable building approach
• Views on campus 
• Long term campus master plan
• Pedestrian walkways
• Changing nature of education

The EOI schedule:

EOI Release     July, 2018

EOI Submission Deadline   August 20, 2018 at 5 p.m. PST

Board Review of short list   September 2018

Firm interviews, additional information Fall 2018
request and site visit

Final decision through design review  Winter 2018 – Spring 2019
process to produce a schematic of the
building (compensated)
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D. APPENDICES

Site Location
Utilities Map
Pictures of Site
Evaluation 

Site Location
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Utilities Map
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Pictures of Site
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EVALUATION

Produce elegant design solutions    

Projects with similar scope   

Work with sites of similar scale 

Campus planning projects

Sustainable designs

Life cycle costing experience

Innovation

Design 25

Work as part of a integrated design team

Facilitate collaborative process with multiple stakeholders

Work collaboratively with Project Manager

Successfully complete designs on schedule

Complexity of previous projects

Firms history in gathering data for similar projects and approach to research

Process 20

Maximizing value within a fixed budget
 
Specific ideas around construction approach that may be well suited
to this project

Revitt, possibly VR imaging, marketing materials, Donor presentation 

Function vs Aesthetic

Methodology behind design (steps taken to ensure accuracy of design) 

Understanding the site and the particular design challenges

Implementation 15
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Individuals within the team that have worked on similar projects

Worked on JV successfully in the past

Higher Education design experience

Worked with not for profit groups in the past

References

Current firm capacity to meet timeline

Team 30

Firm size

Firm history (years of business)

Awards in this area of architecture

Legal Disclaimer
*Each Proponent is solely responsible for the risk and cost of preparing and submitting its proposal in response to this EOI and Brentwood 
College School (the School), employees, Board or consultants are not liable for the cost of doing so or obliged to remunerate or reimburse any 
consultant for that cost.
 
By submitting its proposal to the School, each Proponent represents and warrants that the information in its proposal is accurate and complete. 
This EOI does not impose on the school any duty of fairness or natural justice to any or all respondents with respect to this EOI or the process it 
creates. The School is entitled to act in its sole, absolute and unfettered discretion.
 
All Submissions submitted to the School become the property of Brentwood College School, and the information in Submissions will be disclosed 
only as necessary to carry out the EOI process or as required by law.
 
The School accepts no responsibility or liability for the accuracy or completeness of this EOI (including any schedules or appendices to it) or of any 
recorded or oral information communicated or made available for inspection by the School and no representation or warranty, either express 
or implied, is made or given by the School with respect to the accuracy or completeness of any of those things. The sole risk, responsibility and 
liability connected with reliance by any Proponent or any other person on this EOI or any such information as is described in this paragraph is 
solely that of each Proponent. Each Proponent acknowledges and agrees that it is solely responsible for obtaining its own independent finan-
cial, legal, accounting, and other advice with respect to the contents of this EOI or any such information as is described in this paragraph. Each 
Proponent who submits a proposal to the School is deemed to have released the School from, and waived, any action, cause of action, claim, 
liability, demand, loss, damage, cost or expense, of every kind, in any way connected with or arising out of the contents of this EOI or any such 
information as is described in this paragraph. Each Proponent who submits a proposal is deemed to have agreed that they are solely responsible 
and liable to ensure that it has obtained and considered all information necessary to enable it to understand the requirements of this EOI, and 
of the project, and to prepare and submit its proposal.

Clarity and completeness of submission

Alignment of proposal with intent
Submission 10




